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HEAT TRANSlflSSION OP BUILriMG MATERIALS
I. INTRODUCTION
A great variety of materialD may be used in the con-
otruction of buildingc, and one of the requiciteo of thece
materialD, becidec that of structural ctrength, ic that of
offering resistance to the flow of heat through the wallo.
The importance of the heat resisting properties of a wall is,
of course, dependent on the nature of the service required of
the building of which the wall is a part. If the building
is to be used for refrigeration work, the walls must be des-
igned to keep out heat, while in most all other constructions
the object of the walls is to keep it in. However, whether
the heat is transferred from the inside out or the reverse
is immaterial so far as the rate of heat transfer for a given
temperature difference is concerned.
Heat Trancmission in General. In general there are three
methods of heat transfer; that by radiation, by convection,
and by conduction. In the strictly scientific uense, the
energy given off from a hot body by radiation does not pass
away in the shape of heat at all, since radiant energy is a
form of vibration through the medium commonly known as ether
which is assumed to occupy all intermolecular space. Radiat-
ion ic a form of energy similar to light except that the wave
lengths are different,^ Bolton suggests that heat transferred
by this method is first transformed to energy, then trans-
1. Engineering, London. November, 12, 1915.

ferred in a manner similar to that of light, and ic retrano-
formed to heat in the body or surface upon v/hich it impingec
or through which it paooeo.
The relation between total energy of radiation f,nd temp-
erature, firct Duggected by Stefan and aftervmrdo confirmed
by Boltzmann, knovm ac the Stefan-Bol tzmann Radiation Law,
may be ctated ac followo:
The total energy radiated by a black body io proportion-
al to the fourth power of the absolute temperature, or
E being the energy radiated, k a constant depending on the
units used, and T the absolute temperature.
If E is expressed in B.t.u. per square foot of the hot
surface per hour and T-j^ and T^ are expresred in degrees Fahr-
enheit on the absolute scale, then
A^rz /.ex /o~ ^
The above constants are good only for sooted surfaces
when the hotter curface is entirely surrounded by the cooler
surface, the condition being that the hot surface must not
"see" anything but the cold surface.
Inserting the value of k in the formula for total energy
radiated by a black body the set of curves, page 3, are ob-
tained, which show the rapid increase of radiated energy with
an increase in temperature. For bodies other than black ones
the value of k is different depending on the substance of
which the body is composed and the nature of its surface.
Heat v/hich is transferred from a body by means of moving
^. Journal, A. S. E. & V. E. July, 1915.
3. High Tempers. ture Measurement, Burgess.



4air in contact v/ith itc ourface ic caid to t^ke place by con-
vection. Peclet^ ctatec that the locc from convection ic in-
dependent of the n&ture of the Liurface of the body, and of
the absolute value of the temperature of the surrounding air;
it dependc colely on the excecti of the temperature of the
body over that of the surrounding air and on the form and
dimenciono of the body. The rapidity with v/hich circulation
of air takec place over the surface ic a factor to be reckoned
with in determining the locc by convection.
Heat trancferred betv/een two bodiec thut touch each
other ic caid to take place by conduction, Y/hich appliec ac
well to a G ingle body through which the heat ic transmitted
by meanc of the cloce ar^^angement of the moleculeo of which
the body ic compoced.
The aiiiount of heat conducted through a unit of area from
one part of a body to another ic proportional to the temp-
erature difference of the two parte, proportional to the cond-
uctivity of the body, and alco inversely proportional to the
dictance between the two pi rto of the body. Thic law ic ex-
pressed by the following equation:
Where H ic the heat conducted per unit of area per unit of
time.
c ic the conductivity of the material, which variec
comev/hat with the temperature.
d ic the dictance between the two parte of the body.
T^ ic the temperature of the hotter part.
4, Traite de la Chaleur.

T2 ic the temperature of the colder part.
That the conductivity oi" t.ome materials varies concider-
ably v/ith the mean temperature io chov/n by the reoultc of
tecto reported in Bulletin No. 36, Engineering Experiment
Station, University of Illinoic. Teotc performed by Grober
and Nusselt^ prove that conductivity increacec aluioct in pro-
portion to the density and that it varied somewhat with the
absolute temperature. Peclet states that dampness greatly in-
creases the conductivity of insulating materials, a fact now
well known to all refrigerating engineers. One of the most
important problems in the construction of insulation v/allc io
to prevent the entrance of moisture.
Diagram Illustrating Heat Transfer Through A Wall
A drop in temperature occurs between the air temperature
(t^) and the temperature of the wall (tg) v/ith which the air
^. Mechanical Refrigeration, Macintire.

io in contact, thic drop occuring v;ithin a nniall layer or air
film cloce to the curface. Dalby^ cuggecto that there Id prob-
ably a further drop of temperature head, represented by the
diotance between tg and tg » which ic required to force the
flov/ acroDC the curface where the gao film ic; in contact with
the wall, correcponding to a potential difference at a joint
in an electric circuit. Thic io usually referred to as con-
7tact resistance. Contact resistance io such a resistance that
cannot be mescured by thickness, but requires an appreciable
amount of potential difference to produce an appreciable
amount of current flov/ whether the potential difference be
volts or degrees and whether the current flow be ampereo or
thermal units.
The transmission of heat from the air at temperature (t^^)
to the wall at (tg) takes place partly by radiation and partly
by convection, the coefficients of which will be designated
by the letters R and c, respectively.
The transmission of heat through the wall froia the in-
side surface to the outside one is accomplished by conduction
alone, the coefficient of which will be designated by the
letter C.
The transfer of heat from the outside surface to the out-
side air ic assumed to take place in an exactly similar manner
to that on the inner side of the wall, except that the trans-
fer takes place in the opposite direction.
Knowing that the amount of heat transferred from the in-
cide air to the inside curface of the wall, the heat conduct-
6. Heat Trancmiocion, Inotitution of Mech. Eng. Oct. L909.
7. Refrigerating World, p. 29, September, 1914.

7ed througli the wall, and that given off by the outoide our-
face of the wall are equal, the following reliition between
the coefficients ic readily derived:
By definition
li (t- U)
from v/hich
H^^, Rz.^^z C H /i ti
/-(
but S r
H
hence - -y- y- —
or
^ 'Rr^' ^^^^ ^
/
H being the heat loco per square foot, B.t.u.
u the trancmiOGion coefficient, air to air.
X the thicknecc. of the wall in inchec.
Reliable experimental data are lacking for both the
radiation and convection coefficients of the various materials
of building construction. It is difficult to separate, in exp-
erimental work, the heat that is given off by radiation from
that which is removed by convection. Consequently it is cus-
tomary to combine the coefficients of radiation and convec-
tion for any one surface, in which case, designating the com-

6bined coefficientc "by K^^ and Kg for the inside and outoide
wallc reopectively , the relation oi' the coefficientc becomec:®
Purpooe of the Inveo tigat ion. From a conciderr. tion of
the above theory of heat tranomicoion of materialc, it ic
evident that in order to apply the heat trancmicr.ion formula
to any wall, it ic only nececcary to know, within fairly cloce
limitc, the values of the various coefficientc of the mater-
ialo entering into the cone true t ion of the wall.
The purpose oi the firct part of this investigation io
to determine the various coefficientc of heat transmission
for a number of comiaon building materials.
For some time it has been known that the velocity of air
moving over the surface of a wall hac an effect on the heat
transmission through the wall. All heating and ventilating
engineers make an allowance for increased heat loss of build-
ings exposed to wind. Up to the present however this allow-
ance has been merely a guess
,
usually placed high enough to be
safe. It is also thought that huinidity is a factor affecting
the heat lose from walls.
The purpose of the second part of this investigation is
to determine the effect of wind or air velocity, and the com-
bined effect of air velocity and humidity on the outside surface
coefficient
.
Previous Heat TransLiipr..ion Investigations. The French
physicist Peclet was the pioneer in the investigation of heat
fi. Mechanical Equipment of Buildings, Harding and Willard.

tranciiiicc ion . Hie experimental work har. been the bacic of
practically all the treaticec which have cince been v/ritlen.
The v/ork of Peclet was followed by inveu tigat iona conducted
under the aucpicec of both the Austrian and German Govern-
mentc, and by various experiments throughout thic country.
Probably the beat equipped thermal testing plant in this
country is that of the Armstrong Cork Company located at
Beaver Falls, Pa. The plant consists of a well insulated room,
inside of which the air is maintained at any desired temper-
ature by means of refrigerating machinery. The test box, made
of the material to be tested, is placed in the center of this
room, the Hot Air Box method of testing 'oeing used. In teste
made at this plant no attempt has been made to determine sur-
face temperatures as only transruic.'i'.ion coefficients for the
various wall constructions were desired.
A thermal testing plant, similar to that of the Armstrong
Cork Co., is located at Pennsylvania State College, where
various heat transmis^iion tests have been run during the past
six years. At present, in the work being done at this testing
plant, temperatures are measured by means of platinum resist-
ance thermometers, both inside and outside the test box as
well as in the walls, and on their surfaces.
Recently a series of tests for determining the relative
merits of ice house construction were carried on at the Wor-
9
eester Polytechnic Institute. Nine small ice houses using
different wall constructions were built, and used as test
boxes. The method of testing used was similar to that of the
9. Refrigerating World, June, 1915.
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Ice Box method. A compa "icon of the various typeo of wall
conctruction noed wac obtained from the amount of ice melted
in each ice house.
The latest heat trancii.ioGion teste of importance are
those of L. B. McMillan run at the University of Wisconsin. "^^
A number of steam pipe coverings were investigated to deter-
mine their respective heat insulating properties. For deter-
mining the temperature of the air in the test room high grade
mercury thermometers were used, and after considerable exper-
imenting it was decided to use copper-cons tantan thermocouplec
for T-he pipe •cemperarures . In this connection the potenti-
ometer method of measuring the electro motive force of the
couples v/as used. To embed the thermocouple Junction m the
pipe, a chip was raised on the surface of the pipe, the thermo-
couple junction held underneath and the chip forced down, thus
holding the couple in contact v/ith the metal pipe.
That the rate of heat transmission of eny substance is
affected by the rate of flow of a fluid over its surface has
been known for some time. Various hot blast heater, boiler
tube, condenser, and other similar experiments have been run
to determine the effect of rate of flow, of the fluids con-
cerned, on the heat transmission coefficients of the apparatus
tested.
Recentlj'' an attempt was made by Y/. H. UTiitten and R. C,
March-^^ to establish a standard coefficient for heat looses
affected by wind movement. Their deductions included the
leakage v;hich varies with the structures considered.
10. The Journal, Am. Soc. of M. E.
,
January, iyi6.
11. The Journal, Am. Soc. of H. & V. E.
,
October, 1915.
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The work of the Engineering Rxperiiaent Station of Penn-
cylvania State College in regard to the trancmici-icn of heat
through various building materialc hac "been devoted to a ctudy
of the effects produced by varying velocitieo and hiuaidity of
air over the material tested. •'•'^
In the air velocity tests, air was biovm over one side of
the test box, for which purpose three different arrangements
were used. First air was blown from spouts, the result of
which was an uneven flow over the surface. Next, a fish tailed
affair was used to correct the uneven flow of air. To shield
the other sides of the test box from eddy currents a galvanized
iron shield was placed around the surface being tested.
Results of the tests on glass &re given hy curves, page
12, which show the effect of air velocity and humidity on the
rate of heat transmission.
The results of corresponding tests on brick are given by
curves, page 13. In each case the air velocity curves are
corrected to an assumed standard of 80^ relative humidity.
Tests were also run to determine the effect of high temp-
erature differences on the heat transmission of insulating
brick. All the tests v;ere run under still-air conditions, the
surfaces tested being subjected only to the velocity created
by natural circulation and the internal temperature maintain-
ed from 800 tol700 degrees Fahrenheit. The resiilts of these
tests are given by curve A, page 14.
Similar tests on Nonpareil insulating brick give the
results shown by curve B, page 14.^*^
12. Journal, Am. Soc. of H. & V. E. , 1916.
13. Armstrong Cork & Insulation Company.
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Variouc methodc have been followed in the tectc to deter-
mine the heat trantjinicuion through building materialc, which
may be clacc ified ac f oil owe .^^
(1) Ice Box method.
(2) Oil Box method.
(3) Cold Air Box method.
(4) Hot Air Box method.
(5) Plat or Hot Plate method.
The Ice Box method ic the cimplect one employed in making
heat trancmiccion teste. Ice ic placed incide of a metal box
or cube, outcide of v/hich ic placed the material to be tested.
Knowing the rate at which the ice meltc, the temperature of
the melting ice and the outcide air temperature, the heat
trancmiccion ic readily obtained.
The dicadvantagec of thio method are: (1) Ice hac a tend-
ency to melt in pocketc and to be retained in the box after
melting, causing low recultoj (2) Frequent additions of ice
muct be made to keep the box as full ao poccible; (3) Tlie in-
side temperature uced is not the true inside temperature on
account of the temperature gradient through the walls of the
metal box thuc causing coefficientc to run low; (4) The range
of temperature drop, through which the material is to be
tested, ic fixed unless some outside means be used for reg-
ulating the outside air temperature.
In the Oil Box method a metal box is covered with the
material to be tested. Oil ic placed inside of the box and
is kept at the desired temperature by means of an electrical
14. Nonpareil Corkboard Insulation, Armctrong Cork & Ins. Co.
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heater, made of reciotance v^ire immerDed in the oil. The
amount of heat trancmitted through the material under teot
io determined from the electrical input.
With the exception that the Tvna:e of temperature through
which the tectc may be run ic much larger, and that there ic
no addition of material to that in the metal box, thic method
hac the came dicadvantagoc ac the Ice Box method.
In the Cold Air Box method a box of cracked ice, hung
near the top on the center line of the box, io cubctituted
for the electrical heating element. The melting of the ice
maintains the temperature of the air in the box lower than
that of the air outoide of the box. Suspending the ice box
near the top of the test box i£5 supposed to cause natural
circulation to maintain the inside air temperature very nearly
uniform. The heat transmitted is determined by weighing the
the amount of ice melted. Since the control of the temperature
inside of the box ic not good this method ic inferior to the
Hot Air Box method.
The test box, for the Hot Air Box method, is made en-
tirely of the material to be tested, unless the material io
such that a skeleton frame work is necessary to provide
strength for the structure. The heat ic supplied by electrical
means, either a resistance coil or a bank of Icunps being used.
Usually a fan ic employed inside the test box to circulate the
air and thereby maintain its temperature constant through-
out the interior of the box. The amount of heat transmitted
through the material, in thic case, io determined from the
combined electrical input to the heater and the fan motor.

lb
Thic method or u modilicatioii of it io conciaered the
beot to employ in tetsting materials for heat tranomiccion
locDeo. The uce of the fan, however, io objectional if a de-
termination of the incide coefficient [K^) ic to be made, ac
the velocity of the air over the inaide surface increacec the
value of somewhat. In test specimens of large dimensions
the fan is necessary if the interior air ic to be maintained
at a uniform temperature throughout.
In the Plat or Hot Plate method the heating element con-
sists of an electric grid, made of resistance wire placed be-
tween asbestos sheets. The material to be tested io placed on
both sides of the grid, being in contact v/ith it. Outside of
the test material is placed two hollow flat plates which are
kept at a constant temperature by the circulation of water
through them. All of the heat, except that loot from the edges
in some plates, goes through the test material into the water-
cooled outside plates. In some hot plates no water-cooled out-
side plates are used, the edges being covered v/ith the test
material, and thus the heat passes through the teot material
only. The heat loot ic meaoured by the electrical input and
the temperature difference between the incide and outside
Durfaceo, uoually by electrical meanc. Knov/ing the dimensions
of the plate the conductivity of the cpecimen io readily de-
termined.
The loss of heat from the edges, in the one caoe , io an
unknown amount, and according to one authority io not only
considerable but somewhat variable in amount, depending on the
nature and thickneoo of the material tested. A correction
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for thio edge lose must be made, the accuracy of which ic
oomev/hat uncertain. When ucing the water-cooled platec, only
the conductivity can be determined, while without them the
outside surface coefficient can alco be obtained. In neither
caoe can the trancmiooion coefficient ( air to air ) be ob-
tained.
Ucing a,ny of the box methodis of testing, the determina-
tion of the heat transmission coefficient, u, is a comparative-
ly simple matter, but in order to determine any of the other
coefficients an accurate determination of surface temperatures
must be made. Various schemes for temperature measurement
have been employed for this purpose. Oil wells for mercury
thermometers have been sunlc in the surface of the material,
the center line of the oil well lying in the plane of the
material being tested. Mercury thermometers have been fully
embedded in the material, half-«yay embedded, and fastened on
the surface in attempts to determine the true surface temper-
ature. Experiments show that the accuracy with which mercury
thermometer determinations of surface temperatures can be
made depends almost entirely on the dimensions and the nature
of the test specimen. In other words the temperature gradient
through the material is the determining factor. If the mater-
ial being tested is quite thick, with a corresponding small
temperature drop per inch through the material, the displace-
ment of the center line of the thermometer with regard to the
surface of the material is much less important than is the
case with a comparatively thin test specimen and its corres-
pondingly steeper temperature gradient.
01
e 7 .c 'ss
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Dalby further complicateo the matter by hio ouggection,
previoucly mentioned, that there ic probably a further drop of
temperature head occuring juot at the curface of the material
which ic required to force the flow of heat acrocc the curface.
However, the temperature head required to cauce the flow of
heat through the material ic the difference between the temp-
eratures at each end of the temperature gradient through the
material itcelf.
The temperature gradient through the material ic ucually
accumed to be a straight line, which cuggectc the poccibility
of determining the curface temperaturec by determining the
temperatures at two different points along thic gradient and
then solving either graphically or analytically for the surface
temperatures. But most building materials are not homogeneouc
enough to warrant the ctraight line acoianption. Thic depends
comewhat on the density of the material in question.
Attempts to determine surface temperaturec, by meanc of
platinum dices held againct the surface of the material in
quection, have been made at the Engineering Experiment Station
at Penncylvania State College.
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II. OUTLINE OF THE INVESTIGATION
Deacription of the Apparatus . The Hot Air box msthod of
testing being concidered the beet it wac decided to uce thic
method for testing the materials. The box or column was built
entirely of the material to be tested except in cases where
means of support re re needed. In order to get convection
conditions similar to those in actual practice the columns
were bnilt about the height of a room. The test boxes were
supported on small piers, thus allowing air around practically
all parts of the box.
The heating element was composed of Yankee silver resist-
ance wire, spirally wound with increasing pitch from bottom
to top, upon a v.^ooden frame support placed inside the column.
With this method of heating it was found after considerable
experimenting that the air temperature was maintained the same
as ie found in rooms, that is somewhat warmer near the ceiling
than at the floor line.
A voltmeter acrocii the terminals of the resistance heat-
ing coil, an ammeter in the line, and a water box to regula^te
the current constituted the apparatus necessary to regulate
and determine the heat input into the box. All electrical in-
ctruments were accurately calibrated against standard meters
of the Electrical Engineering Department.
Air and surface temperatures were measured either with
mercury thermometers and thermocouples or v/ith thermocouples
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alone. All mercury thermome tero v/ere carefully calibrated
againot a standard Centigrade thermometer o! known accuracy.
A diagrajmnat ic oketch of the apparatuo uced for det-
ermining the variouo coefficiento ic chown by Plate I, page
23. Onl}'^ one thermocouple circuit io shown in the diagram
for the cake of simplicity
.
For the Air Velocity Teste, in addition to the apparatus
shown by Plate I, a hood shown by Plate II, page 24, was
placed over the column. This hood, placed so that the column
was centrally located inside, was connected to a Siricco
blower by means of a 24-inch duct about 30 feet long. A vari-
able speed Direct Current motor belt-connected to the Siricco
blower furnished the means to provide the various velocities
of air flow over the surface of the column being tested. By
means of dampers in the hood the velocity of the air was main-
tained constant over the four sides,
A Pitot tube and a piezometer ring v;ere used to determine
the quantity and consequently the velocity of the air over the
surface of the test column.
Thermocouples and their CaliPration . The thermocouple
is the teinperature measuring device which is best suited for
the determination of surface temperatures. The junction, when
just imbedded in the surface of the material, indicates as near
the surface temperature as it is possible at the present time
to obtain. The accuracy of the temperatures determined in
this manner is also dependent on the temperature gradient
through the material. But due to the difference in dimensions
between a thermocouple junction and the thickness of the ma-

23
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aterial to be tei>ted., thio ic reduceti to comparative inoig-
nll'lcance
.
The theriuocouplec were made up of copper and a nickel
alloy 01' copper termed ccnotantan, # 25 B. A S. gage, double
oilk covered wire being uced. The junctiono were made by fucing
the ends of the two different wirea together in the flame of
a blast lamp. Each junction was placed in a glacr. tube, cloced
at one end and filled with oil, the t?/o wirec being insulated
from each other by a email glacr. tube around one of the wirec.
Calibrationc were made with a cold junction temperature
of 70 deg. Pahr. , the hot junction temperature being controll-
ed by meanc of a hot v/ater bath. In ceriec with each couple,
by meanc of cwi tehee, v/ac placed a recictance and a T:yTpe H
D'Arconal galvanometer. The deflection method of meBCuring
the temperature difference between the cold and hot junctions
wac uced. In order to make thic method ac accurate ac poccible,
all calibrationc were made with the galvanometer balanced and
cet in pocition on the concrete pier, in which pocition it re-
mained without any change through t>he cet of teotc with which
any cet of thermocouplec were connected. That the deflection
method ic very reliable if proper care ic taken ic shown by
the fact that this method was uced in recently completed cet
of experimentc on the rate of heat transfer through boiler
tubes, conducted by the Babcock & Wilcox Co. at Bayonne, N. J.
In calibrating thermocouplec it is customary to hold the
temperature of the cold junction constant, at a predetermined
point, and vary the hot junction temperature and note the
deflection of the galvanometer. Owing to the slight inconven-
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ience of keeping the cold junction at the came temperature at
which it wao calibrated, come experimenters prefer to run a
cerieo of calibrationc varying the temperature of the cold
Junction over the range it ic expected to vary during the tect.
Another method of procedure ic to calibrate ac in the
firct cace, holding the cold Junction at a certain temperature.
Then with a fixed hot Junction temperature the cold junction
temper&.ture ic changed to a point above and one below the
original temperature during the calibration. The three read-
ingc or deflections are plotted and the equation of the curYe
determined, from which the correction for the cold Junction
temperature ic readily made.
The first method v/ac followed during thece experiments.
A typical cet of thermocouple calibration curvec ic chown on
the curve cheet, page 27. It v/ill be noted that the curve A,
of the lower tempers-.ture differencec, ic obtained with 300
ohmc external recictance in the circuit, while 1300 ohmc were
uced to obtain the curve of higher temperature differencec.
Thic method givec a larger deflection for the lower temp-
eraturec than would otherwice be obtained v/ith a c ingle fixed
recictance in the circuit, large enough to keep the def-
lection correcponding to the highest temperature to be measured
within the range of the galvanometer.
After calibration the co-called hot junctionc were re-
moved from the glaoc containerc and factened in position,
either on the curfacec of the material to be tected or in 'the
air about one-inch from the curface. All thermocouples and
mercury thermometers used for determining air temperatures
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were shielded from direct radiation by meanc of a paper
chield. Thoce to be uced Tor determining the surface temp-
eraturec were foctened to the r.urfacec in the following manner:
Per wood, a thin chaving was glued over the junction, the
Junction being somewhat embedded in the surface of the mater-
ial before the application of the thin shaving. For the mater-
ials composed of asbestos the junction war. covered with a thin
sheet of asbestos, or held against the surface v/ith a mixture
of powdered asbestos and water. For the vitreous materials
the junctions were fastened to the Ji-urface with a thin layer
of plaster paris.
In determining surface temperatures with mercury ther-
mometers it was found that by embedding the thermometer in a
trench just deep enough so that the thermometer would lie
entirelj*" below the surface of the material, that the temper-
ature recorded would be higher than that given by the thermo-
couple, the difference of course being dependent upon the
thickness of the material. Also it was found that if the ther-
mometers were placed against the surface, all of the ther-
mometer being out of the surface, yet covered and stuck to
the surface as previously described, that the temperature re-
corded was somewhat lower than that given by the thermocouple.
And that with comparatively thick materials that the temper-
atures of the thermometers and the thermocouples were prac-
tically the same when the thermometers were so embedded that
their axes lay in the plane of the surface of the materie.!..
Method of Conducting Tests . To bring the temperature of
the air inside of the test column to the desired point, con-
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ciderable current v/ar. allov/od to flow through the reciotance
heating coil. Ad the rising air temperature approached the
decired point the current war, decreaced until juct the right
amount wac flowing to maintain the decired temperature. In
all caoec sufficient time, from 24 to 72 hourc
,
depending on
the material and ito thicknecc, wac then allov/ed to elapce in
order to incure constant heat flow conditionc. Readingc of
thermometerc
,
thermocouplec and electrical inctrumentc were
then taken at intervale of 30 minutes . From five to ceven
readingc were taken during each tect, local conditionc deter-
mining the duration of the tectc. Ucually three or four tectc
were run on each material, maintaining variouc air temperature
differences for each tect. In moot cacec "both mercury thermom
etero and thermocouples were installed for each tect which
made poccible the running of both tectc at the came time, co
that a direct comparicon might be made.
The Air Velocity Tectc were conducted in a similar manner
and in addition a traverse of the air duct wac made during
each tect, the fan cpeed recorded and the exit velocity of the
air over the four cidec of the column checked v/ith an anemom-
eter at the cuctomary 30 minute interval. The relative . humid-
ity of the air wac determined for each tect.
In the combined Air Velocity and Humidity Tectc, the hu-
midity of the air ac it left the air wacher wac alco recorded.
The air v/asher made it poccible to provide air at practically
100^' relative humidity for the combined Air Velocity and Hu-
midity tects.
Calculati ons . The readings, taking during a tect, for
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each themorne ter
,
thermocouple or electrical meter were firL.t
averaged, then corrected according to the calibration, after
which the corrected averages for any one part, cuch ac the
outcide surface temperaturec , v/ere then averaged, the recult
being the outcide curface temperature in the caoe mentioned.
Prom thece final temperaturec the various dropc, air to air,
wall to wall, air to vmll , and wall to air were determined.
The heat loco wac determined from the electrical input
by meanc of the following relation:
Volte X Ampereo x 3.412 - B.t.u. loco per hour.
Knowing the heat input the various coefficientc were de-
termined from the following relatione:
in which, "^"^
ic the mean area of the Gurfacec, in cq. ft.
ic the inside area of the test box, cq. ft.
S2 is the outcide area of the tect box, cq. ft.
H ic the total heat loco of the box.
T'j^ ic the inside air temperature.
Tg ic the inside wall temperature.
T3 ic the outcide wall temperature.
T4 ic the outcide air temperature.
Sjj^ ic taken ao the ari thmetrical mean of and
In the Air Velocity Teotc, flow of air occured only over
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the lour tiidea of the tect box, on accoint of which it ic
nececcary to make a correction to allow for the difference in
locr. of heat from the endc and the cidec. It ic uccumed that
the looc of heat from the endc ic the came during the veloc-
itj*- tectc ac during the ctill air tectc, and the correction
ic accordingly made in the following manner:
in which,
ic the heat loc£i through the cidec, B.t.u.
ic the total heat locr. from the tect box, B.t.u.
u ic the unit trancmicr ion of the tect box, obtained
from the ctill air tectc.
Sg ic the mean area of the endc of the box, oq. ft.
T-j^ ic the incide air temperature, deg. Fahr.
ic the outcide air temperature, deg. Pahr.
In determining the coefficientc for the air velocity
tectc, the relatione given on page 30 are uced; Hj. ic cub-
ctituted for the heat loec, and the recpective areao of the
cidec inctead of thoce of the entire box.
In making a traverce to determine the quantity of air
flowing, the duct wac divided into five concentric zonec of
equal area and readingc taken on the circle which equally
dividec the area of each zone. The traverce wac made acrocc
on one diameter only, thuc giving ten readingc in inchec of
water, which will be called h. To calculate the mean velocity
thece valuec of h were cubctituted in the following equation:
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in which,
Vjjj ic the mean velocity in feet per cecond.
d ic the dencity of the air.
h io the velocity preccure in inchec of water,
n io the number of readings taken.
Knowing the mean velocity of the t.ir in the duct and the
relative areas of the duct and the space between the test col-
umn and the surrounding hood, the air velocity over the sur-
face of the test column can readily be determined.
The space "between the hood and the test column was
changed in going from the low to the high velocity teste in
order to carry the velocities as high as desired.
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III. RiiJSULTS
The resultc of the Heat Tranomiocion Teste are given on
the following pagec. In moot cacec there are two separate
cetc of teste for each material, the firot oeing the mercury
thermometer tectc, and the second those in which the thermo-
couples were used. For every thermometer test there is a
theruocouple test which corresponds to it, the two having
been run at the same time.
Coefficients of Heat Transmission . In each case, u is the
heat lost from one oq. ft. of wall surface, per hour, per
degree difference in air temperature, inside to outside, for
the thickness of wall actually tested. For the solid walls,
ouch as the brick, concrete, cork, etc., C io the heat loot
from one oq. ft. of wall surface, per hour, per degree diff-
erence in the surface temperatures, per inch in thickness of
of the material tested. For walls made of other than oolid
mater ialo, ouch as the tile walls, the value of C ic given for
the thickneoo of wall actually tested. io the heat lost
from one oq. ft. of wall surface, per hour, per degree diff-
erence in temperature between the inside air and inoide wall
ourface. K2 io the heat loot from one oq. ft. of wall ourface
per hour, per degree difference in temperature between the
outoide wall surface and the outoide air. Thickness or nature
of the wall, that io oolid or otherwise, hao nothing to do
with determining the surface coefficients.
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The valueo of the trancmioaion coeff iciento
,
u, are of
little significance, on account of the abnormally high valueo
of the inoide surface coefficients, Kj^ . The radiation from the
heating coil to the inside wall of the test column was appar-
ently high enough so that it raised the inside surface coeff-
icient above the outside one. It was thought that with this
method of heating, that is eliminating the fan on the inside
of the box, that surface coefficients corresponding to approx-
imately still air conditions would be obtained for both the
inside and outside surfaces. In which case, the transmission
would have been that corresponding to still air conditions.
It will be noted from the result sheets that the Kg
values of each set of tests roughly check each other, which
indicates that mercury thermometers imbedded half-way in the
material give fairly close readings of the outside surface
temperatures. The values of the transmission coefficients,
u, show that for the air to air coefficient mercury thermom-
eters give fairly accurate results. However, for the inside
surface temperatures, where oil wells imbedded in the surface
were used, the results from the mercury thermometer tests are
far from correct. Thus there is no checking of the K-^ and C
valueo of the two sets of tests.
Fortunately, for calculating heat transmission coeff-
icients of simple or compound walls it is only necessary to
have the coefficients of conductivity and those of the surfaces
of the materials of which the wall is composed. Conseque^ntly,
in selecting the coefficients for the following table only
the outside surface coefficients were considered in getting
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the values found under tiie column headed, K. These valueo are
the surface coefficiantc for ctill air conditiono, and are the
B.t.u. looo from one sq. ft. of surface, per hour, per degree
difference between the surface temperature and the temper-
ature of the air in contact with it. Values of C are the B.t.
u. loco from one sq. ft. of surface, per hour, per degrae diff-
erence between the surface temperatures, per inch in thick-
ness for solid walls, and for the actual thickness for other
than solid walls. In selecting these coefficients most weight
has been given to the values obtained from the tests of great-
est air temperature differences, and only the tests where
thermocouples were used were considered.
Attention is called to the value of C for roofing, de-
duced from the values of C from the 2-inch tile tests with and
without the roofing. This was calculated from the relation:
C ' C,^ Cz
In the table of coefficients will be found values for the so-
called conductivity of air spaces, an explanation of which
will be found under the article on Air Spaces.
Effect of Air Velocity on Surface Coefficients. Results
of the Air Velocity Tests on Brick are given on page 42.
Curves showing the effect of velocity of air on the
various coefficients for a 4-inch Brick wall are given on
pages 43 and 44. Just why the curve should increase with an
increasing air velocity over the outside of the box is diff-
icult to explain. Air moving over the outside surface ca;uses
the outside surface temperature to approach that of the out-
side air, with an increase in velocity. The loss of heat
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being practically the same, in all but a few of the teoto,
the temperature of the inoide surface would have to drop until
the temperature gradient through the material wac the oame ao
in the otill air tectc. Then on account of the lowering of
the incide wall temperature, a drop of the inoide air temp-
erature of ouch magnitude that the coefficient for the inoide
surface would be the oame ao found under otill air conditiono
would be expected. But according to the teotc the temperature
difference io Isoo than thio amount reculting in an increaoe
of K]_ with velocity of air. The conductivity curve io pract-
ically horizontal ao would be expected, since the mean temp-
erature of the material wao about the oaaie for all of the
teoto. The tranomiscion curve increaoeo with the air velocity
similarly to the increaoe of the outoide ourface coefficient,
Reoulto of the Air Velocity Teotc on Wood are tabulated
on page 46. These data are plotted on the curve oheeto, pageo
47 and 48, showing the rate of change of the various coeffic-
ients with air velocity. The remarks regarding K-j^ for the
Brick Box Teoto apply equally ao well to the K^^ values for the
Wood Box Teoto. In the otill air teoto the value of for
Wood is evidently wrong, and has been disregarded in drawing
the Kj^ curve for thio material.
Bffect of Humid ity on Surface Coefficients . Reoulto of
the oaturated air teoto on the Brick Box are tabulated on
page 42, and thooe on the Wood Box on page 49. Curveo of the
variouo coefficients determined from the saturated air teoto
on the Wood Box are plotted on page 50.
The three curveo ohown on page 51, taken from the u
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curveo on pagac 44, 48 and 50, at the lo»wer velocitieu, to-
gether with the four points plotted, which are pointa obtained
from the saturated air teoto on the Brick Box, page 42, chow
the effect of humidity on the heat trancmicDion coefficient.
The plotted points lie close enough to the curve for Brick
with partially saturated air to justify the conclusion that
increasing the relative humidity from an average of 51. 6^ to
an average of 95.9^ does not increase the heat transmission
through a brick wall four inches thick. Also in the case of
the wood box the effect of increasing the relative humidity
of the air from an average of 71.3^ to an average of 96. 9/^
is practically negligible.
The three curves shown on page 52, which are taken from
the K2 curves on pages 43, 47 and 50, at the lower velocities,
together with the four points plotted, which are points ob-
tained from the data of the saturated air tests on the Brick
Box, page 42, show the effect of humidity on the outside sur-
face coefficients. Here the conclusion is that the increase
in humidity has no appreciable effect on the outside surface
coefficient for Brick, while in the case of Wood an increase
is apparent, the practical importance of which is doubtful,
as the increase would be negligible in making a calculation
for the heat transmission through a wall.
Air Spaces . Heat is transferred across an air space by
means of all three methods of heat transfer, radiation, con-
vection and conduction.
Obviously with a large drop in temperature across the air
space the circulation of the air will be more rapid and
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convQCtion locc will therefore be greater than with a omall
drop. Removing the air from the opace hac no appreciable
effect until very high vacuumo are reached, ao Nuocelt found
that a 29.96-inch vacuum (referred to a 30-inch barometer) had
little effect on the loan by convection. So a very high vacu-
um ic necescary to reduce the locc by convection an apprec-
iable amount. Convection loco then depends on the circulation
of the air, which depends on the temperature difference of
the two containing wallo.
Air is a poor conductor of heat and this accounts for the
general belief that air spaces built into walls will reduce
the loss of heat to a graat extent, no matter what the struct-
ure. The double glass box with a half- inch air space in be-
tween the panes illustrates the value of an air space in con-
structions of this nature. A comparison of the brick and tile
teste chows favorable results for the air cpace.
However, when higher temperaturec than thoce met in
ordinary wall conctruction are encountered, the transfer of
heat acrocc an air cpace accumes a different aspect. For the
lower temperature differences the radiation factor ic not of
very great importance. But remembering that the quantity of
heat that pasceo across an air space by means of radiation
depends on the fourth power of the absolute temperatures of
the surfaces enclosing the air space, it will be seen that the
radiation loss will increase rapidly with the temperatures of
the two Gurfacec, although the difference between these sur-
faces remains constant. While with a colid material, inctead
of the air cpace, the heat v/ould be trancferred through it by
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meano of conduction alone. And the amount of heat loot by
conduction would increase only slightly with an increaoe in
temperature, if the temperature difference between the two
Durfacea remained constant.
Thus an air space may be as efficient a heat insulator
as a solid insulating material, at the lower temperatures,
with the same temperature differences. While with a higher
mean temperature and the same temperature differences the air
space would prove very inefficient.
Ray and Kreisinger in their bulletin-^ ^ state that the
heat passing through furnace walls would be much reduced if the
air spaces were filled with brick, or better with some poor
conducting materials, such as ash, sand, mineral wool etc. In
other words, due to the radiation factor, v/hen heat at low
temperatures is to be insulated use air spaces; when the heat
is at high temperatures as in the case of furnace walls, use
solids of poor conductivity. That the space is less effective
at high temperatures is known to makers of "Thermos" bottles
who advertize that such bottles keep liquids cold 72 hours and
keep liquids hot only 24 hours.
Prom the results of the single glass and the double glass
box tests, the so-called conductivity of the l/2-inch air
space, meaning by so-called conductivity the B.t.u, loss per
sq. ft. per hour, per degree difference in the surface temp-
eratures of the two containing walls, is calculated to be 1.77.
Professor L. A. Harding, in a Pennsylvania State College
Experiment Station Bulletin, gives a value of 1.66 for the so-
15. The Flow of Heat through Furnace Walls, Bureau of Mines.
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called conductivity of air cpacec ranging from one to cix
inches in thickneaa.
Prom teste reported in Ice and Refrigeration a value of
1.25 ic deduced for a 1-inch air space.
Prom tests on a mail car side, reported "by Professor A. C.
17Willard, a value of 1.59 is deduced for a four-inch air space.
Uusselt states that air spaces greater than 3/4- inch in thick-
ness give no additional value for heat insulating purposes,
which is substantiated "by the above data.
An average of the above values gives a value of 1.57 for
the so-called conductivity of an air space.
Prom the data given above, the temperature drop across
the air space was calculated and a curve plotted using air
temperature differences as abscissae and the so-called con-
ductivity of air spaces as ordinates. The curve, showing the
variation of the so-called conductivity with the temperature
difference across the space, is given on page 57.
In making calculations for heat transmission coefficients
of compound walls, an air space may be treated in either of
the following ways: The air space may be regarded as a solid
insulating material through which the heat passes according to
the so-called conductivity idea; or considering the transfer
by the three methods, radiation, convection and conduction,
the radiation and convection would be classed together as the
surface coefficient and the true conductivity of the air neg-
lected. Then for every air space there would be two surface
coefficients to be taken into account. If different surfaces
16. Refrigerating World, October 1914.
->17. Railway Age Gazette, June, 26, 1914.
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enclooed the air space different curface coefficiento would
be uDod for the two wallc.
It has been cuotoraary to aocume Dtill air conditionc in-
side an air space, and consequently to use the surface coeff-
icients corresponding to this condition, which however does
not seem to be the case as higher temperature differences are
met with.
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IV. APPLICATION
Solid Wall Cont3 t ruction. In a cimple or compound wall,
without air cpacec in the cone truction , there are two curfacec
which enter into the calculations for the heat trancmiccion
coefficient. For the incide curface a coefficient correcpond-
ing to Gtill air conditions ic uced. This ic obtained from
the Table of Coefficientc on page 40. For the outcide surface
a coefficient of three times that corresponding to still air
conditions ic used, which allows for a wind velocity of prac-
tically 15 miles per hour. The conductivities for the mater-
ials, of v/hich the wull is composed, are obtained from the
Table of Coefficientc. Substituting these values in the heat
trancraission formula the heat loss in B.t.u., per sq. ft.,
per hour, per degree difference in air temperatures ic ob-
tained from which the total Iocs through the walls of a
building for the air temperature difference to be met with
ic readily obtained.
Air Space Construction. For v/allc containing an air space
or spaces, the accepted method of determining the heat trans-
mission ic the same as that for a cimple or compound wall with
the addition of two times as many surface coefficients ac there
are air spaces included in the construction. The surface co-
efficients used are those for ctill air conditionc. However
ac mentioned before thic accumption of still air conditions
in an air cpace ic probably not quite exact. To determine the
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heat tranoralCDion ol" a wall, containing an air cpace according
to the method outlined under Air Space Conctructicn the follow-
ing tentative colution lo adopted. Pirct, the temperature
drop acroco the air cpace ic accumed and the co-called con-
ductivity ic determined froia the curve on page 57, A calcu-
lation for the trancmiccion coefficient ic then made and the
locG for the air temperc>ture difference determined. Dividing
thic value "by the cocalled conductivity uced for the air cpace
gives the temperature drop acrocc the air cpace. Thic choi;ild
check the accumed temperature drop if the accumption ic
correct. If the resulting temperature drop ic greater than the
acDvaned one, an accumption of temperature drop larger than the
previouc one ic made and CciJ.ci:ilationo made again, and go on
until the calculated drop checks the accimiied one.
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V. COIICLUSIONS
Por determining the trancmlocion coefficient, air to air,
and the outcide surface coefficient, mercury thermometerc are
found to give recultc of practically the came accuracy ac thoce
determined with the thermocouplec . Mercury thermometer wellc
are proven to be of no value in determining curface tempera-
turec , the method finally adopted being to embed the ther-
mometer in the curface co that ito center line would lie in
the plane of the curface of the material being tected.
Air velocity affects both the air to air coefficient and
the outcide surface coefficient. For brick and wood curfacec
the outcide curface coefficientc are affected practically the
same at the lower veiocitiec, while the coefficient for brick
gradually ricec above that of wood for the higher veiocitiec.
Humidity hac no effect on heat trancmiocion through a
brick wall. The air to air coefficient for ?/ood ic not apprec-
iably affected by humidity, while an increase in relative hu-
midity of from an average of 71.3^ to an average of 96.9^
increacec the outcide curface coefficient 10^ ac a maximum.
That the recultc of the Air Velocity and Humidity tectc
referred to in the Introduction do not check thoce determined
in thio invectigation ic probably due to the method of blow-
ing the air over the material which wac apparently not very
caticfactory , to cay the leact.
In making calculationc for the heat trancmiccionc of
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variouD wallo, it wac found that ucing a value for the outcide
ourface coefficient three timeo that determined under otill
air conditiono that reculto were obtained which were in accord
with modern practise. This correopondo to an accumption of a
wind velocity of 15 mileo per hour over the outside surface
of the wallc.
The tests referred to in Air Space Construction are not
sufficient to establish with a great degree of certainty the
curve showing the relation between the so-called conductivity
of air spaces with regard to the temperature difference across
the space. However it is conclusive enough to show that the
temperature drop across the air space should be taken into
account. And with more tests to establish the curve, the ten-
tative method of calculating the heat transmission for air
space construction should give very accurate results.



